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• WP1 Frameworks
  • Processes
  • Policies

• WP2 Understanding the efficacy-effectiveness gap
  • Simulation of trials to improve design

• WP3 Overcoming practical barriers to the design of real-world studies

• WP4 Identifying best practice and creating new methods for evidence synthesis and predictive modelling

• 5 Case studies using drugs that had difficulty at regulation and HTA
    • 360 degree reviews
    • Re-designing development pathways to include real-world data
    • Simulation
    • Ascertaining impact on decision makers

• Standardising terminology
• Interviews to understand and the perspectives and policies of different stakeholders
• Designing a framework for decision-making during development
• Numerous methods are available for inclusion of RWE in R+D/regulatory/HTA process/pathway, BUT ...
  – They make various assumptions which my be untestable/subjective
  – Rely on availability of RWE(I)
  – There maybe differing levels of acceptance by different HTA bodies

• Therefore ...
  – Further case studies are required & elicitation of stakeholder views
  – More research on methods for inclusion and adjustment of RWE
    (especially in form of AD)
  – Greater use of NMA & simulation in design of both RCTs & RWE studies
  – Support for initiatives to share RWE IPD or at least relevant summary
    AD, e.g. Conditional covariate distributions, subgroup estimates, etc.

• Your views & experience of using/reviewing use of RWE in R&D/HTA?